
 
2023“BATTLE AT THE BOWL” MODIFIED RULES 

SUNDAY, AUGUST 6, 2023 – 67 LAPS - $10,000 TO WIN  $1,000 FOR 10TH & $500 TO TAKE GREEN! 
 

1. Big Block engine—min. 2,500 lbs. 
2. DIRTcar 500 Big Block engine—min. 2,450 lbs. 
3. DIRTcar 358 with Brodix “Spec” heads, ported intake, and “tri-y” exhaust—min. 2,325 lbs. 
4. Brodix “Spec” DIRTcar 358 engine with stock intake, spec Schoenfeld and Beyea headers, and steel 

or aluminum oil pan—min. 2,300 lbs. 
5. Wegner Motorsports W-16 engine—min. 2,250 lbs. 
6. Ported steel head DIRTcar 358 engine—min. 2,400 lbs. 
7. Brodix ported “Spec” heads—min. 2,400 lbs. 
8. Hunt’s Machine LS3 spec engine—min. 2,400 lbs. 
9. Hunt’s Machine LSX7 427/454 spec engine—min. 2,500 lbs. 
10. Air Flow Research Oval 300 spec head engine—min. 2,500 lbs. 
11. Fonda/Utica-Rome Small Block w/ Dry Sump (360-450 CID)—min. 2,500 lbs. 
12. Firing order must match type of engine block used. 
13. Track scales are final. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
14. Weight must be displayed on hood cowl indicating minimum weight for engine package. 
15. CARBURETOR (BIG BLOCK): Refer to 2023 DIRTcar rulebook, rule 17.1.1. 
16. CARBURETOR (SMALL BLOCK): Any carburetor allowed. 

a. Maximum height 7”, measured from bottom of carburetor and/or throttle plate to machined 
horizontal surface of block, front and rear. Any spacer may be used to maintain 7” height, 
with nothing below top of machined surface of manifold. Turtles, air dams, and/or any type 
of similar device not permitted. 

b. Shield may be used under air filter base, must remain on top of carburetor main body 
(venturi opening) to seal off air cleaner area only. Any shield that covers engine 
compartment and prevents visual inspection of heads/intake not allowed. Shield may be 
attached to hood or air filter bas plate to prevent dust, etc. 

17. SMALL BLOCKS—No other degree of valves on Small Blocks (23° only). Flat top pistons only, no 
lightened blocks. DIRTcar 358 Small Block Rules in effect. 

18. REV BOX—Not mandatory. 
19. TIRES—DIRTcar-legal Hoosiers with D300, D400, and D500 compounds only. 

  

Please direct all questions to Mike Bruno before competing! 
Call or text: (802) 236-9141 


